Rethink customer
experiences and loyalty
A guide to transform your
digital marketing during
disruptive times

Transform your digital marketing during disruptive times

Struggling to scale customer
experiences and loyalty?
Discover how to transform your digital
marketing with future-ready capabilities,
enhanced end-to-end experiences and
improved customer loyalty.

To accomplish that, you need to be able to deliver
consistent and innovative experiences, intelligently
personalized at scale, across your marketing channels –
both right now and in the future.

Scaling your CX was enough of a challenge already.
You’ve now got to do that while maintaining business
continuity and addressing customer expectations that
have shifted wildly throughout the pandemic.

But there’s a problem. A schism exists between what
customers expect and what you can deliver. And that’s
because marketing and IT professionals like you haven’t
always been able to work together seamlessly.

One of the reasons this has proved so difficult historically,
and is still proving so right now, is that there’s been a
disconnect between marketing and IT professionals.
This new guide explains how you can connect your
creative and technical team members to master scalable
end-to-end digital marketing – without compromising
on agility, which is crucial right now.
No matter what type of customer you’re engaging
with, ordinary experiences return ordinary results. But
customers aren’t looking for ordinary. Neither are you.
Buyers want to be delighted. Engaged. Appreciated.

Digital disparity

The customer experience
(CX) conundrum
87%

of organizations
agree traditional
experiences are no
longer sufficient.1

88%

of decision-makers
admit they face
obstacles delivering
a good CX.2

91%

of consumers are
more likely to shop
with brands who
recognize them.3

25%

of companies that focus
on CX and technology
together increase
their rofitability.4

Sound familiar? You’re not alone. Forrester says
most Fortune 500 companies lack the agility, talent
or technology to pivot at speed and deliver the next
generation of digital experiences.

CX success at scale
This guide explains how you can connect your creative
and technical team members to master scalable end-toend digital marketing – without compromising on agility.
Read on to discover how Avanade can provide you
with a comprehensive experience solution, marrying
strategic expertise with a full spectrum of digital
marketing services and specialist partner platforms.

1. Forrester Consulting commissioned by Accenture Interactive, (2018), Rethink the Role of the CMO
2. Vanson Bourne commissioned by Avanade and Sitecore, (2016), Customer experience and your bottom line
3. Accenture Interactive, (2018), Making it personal, Pulse Check 2018
4. Dery, K., and Sebastian, I. (2017), MIT CISR Research Briefing, Volume XVII, #6
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Your journey to CX excellence
The right digital marketing partner can propel you along the right CX path.
Here’s where you might be right now …

… and here’s where you can be

Inconsistent experiences – You’re unable to deliver
the personalized, immersive and interactive experiences
customers want.

Optimized experiences – Create a testing and
optimization culture that delights customers by
infusing intelligence and automation to create relevant
experiences.

Complex journeys – You’re challenged to optimize
CX across multiple devices and deliver the right content
to the right customer, in the right context.
Inability to differentiate – You’re struggling
to uniquely position your offering and customer
experience.
Lack of visibility and agility – Your customers’
demands change quickly, but you’re missing the
information to make effective decisions at speed.
Stalled business growth – Consistently delivering
engaging and compelling experiences is more
and more difficult as your organization expands to
new markets.

Customized journeys – Understand customer intent
and drive loyalty throughout the customer lifecycle by
harnessing predictive marketing insights.
Differentiated brand experience – Build awareness
thanks to consistency across multiple channels,
all without extra effort and governance.
Holistic customer view – Connect applications
and omnichannel data sources to build 360-degree
customer profiles.
Ability to scale – Grow your marketing operation
by aligning with IT and business objectives, and
expanding to deliver effective, secure and scalable
customer experiences.
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A seamless, superior CX that scales
Solving your digital marketing
dilemmas isn’t a job that many
individual partners can achieve.
Agencies aren’t structured to deliver the solid
implementation at scale that they promise. Meanwhile,
your typical systems integrator will probably do a
decent enough job on the tech side. But that’s as far as
their capabilities stretch.
You need more. The best of an agency and the best of
a systems integrator.
A partner that can truly master the end-to-end process,
without compromising on the agility and customer
centricity that’s so crucial right now.
An ally that can help you drive marketing effectiveness,
deliver business results in a repeatable way, and
harness future-ready technologies like automation, AI
and machine learning.
Avanade gives you an end-to-end solution, marrying
strategic and consultancy expertise with experience
design (XD), user experience (UX) and a full spectrum
of digital marketing services – alongside specialist
partner platforms where you need them.

How we deliver scalable end-to-end experiences
Our proven process has been honed and refined while
delivering digital marketing solutions for some of the
biggest brands in the world. Here’s how we serve up
CX excellence.
#1 Differentiate your digital strategy
We find the most profitable pathway to a future-ready
digital marketing approach by defining a roadmap that
feeds into workstreams like customer journeys, content,
tech, data and analytics.
#2 Truly know your customer
We get to know your customer and create detailed
personas. Understanding their journey through your
business, we map the emotional experience across
various touchpoints.
#3 Optimize your processes and harness intelligence

Great experiences,
even greater
expectations
We can help you to transform digital
marketing performance and power
progress towards your objectives:
Boost your conversion rate –
more engaging customer
journeys that deliver
more purchases
Improve your ROI – platforms
that grow with your business
for longer-term ROI
Enhance your brand – a superior
CX that can scale and solidify
your brand reputation

By reviewing your technology and capabilities, we
understand the experiences you can currently offer and
what you want to deliver. We then build the foundational
tech that underpins your experience platform.

Improve your employee
experience – promote
productivity and reduce costs

#4 Evolve the experience

Grow your revenue –
customers pay more for
better experiences

Using advanced analytics, we create a 360-degree
customer view with cross-platform visibility. We can then
introduce AI for segment-based targeting, empowering
insight-driven, optimized campaigns.
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The superior CX showcase
Find out more about our work with some of the world’s leading brands
and discover how we’ve helped them to become future ready.
Subway doubles digital order volume
•	The world’s largest restaurant chain, Subway has
44,000 restaurants in more than 100 countries.
•	Avanade and Accenture teamed up to help Subway
deliver a completely new customer loyalty program.
•	Subway’s customers now enjoy a consistent
omnichannel user experience across web, mobile
and in-store.
•	As a result, digital order volume has doubled,
compared with the previous year.
•	The new ordering site is also driving a significant
conversion uplift (40+% on mobile web) in
comparison to the legacy website.

Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield (URW) boosts web traffic
by more than 25%
•	URW is one of the global leaders in destination shopping
centers – welcoming 1.2 billion visitors each year and
attracting around 50 million users online in Europe
alone.
•	With such a vast digital estate, URW needed to find
a way to manage its web content more efficiently.
•	Avanade consolidated its 63 websites onto a single
platform and URW is now enjoying powerful benefits.
•	Web traffic has increased by more than 25%,
the number of loyalty cardholders has doubled and SEO
traffic has increased by 20%.

“We chose Avanade because of the Avanade-Sitecore partnership. We were
looking for a player to support us throughout the entire project cycle, from
construction through the life of the solution.”
– Julien Marlot, Director of Digital Solutions, Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield
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Open Universities Australia (OUA) increases new student enrollment
•	OUA is the leader in Australian online higher education, with more than 190 degree
programs and an enrolment of over 350,000 students.
•	Aiming to improve lead generation and conversion rates, OUA sought to personalize
the experience across the entire online education journey.
•	Partnering with Avanade, OUA designed and implemented a digital marketing solution
that has powered personalized experiences across the web and other channels.
•	With a new robust platform, OUA has seen a substantial increase in lead capture from
its new website. Degree applications and new student enrollment have both grown too.

“We now have a platform that will
enable our vision to be the destination
for any Australian wanting to study higher
education online.”
– Andy Sheats, Executive General Manager
of Students at OUA
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Get future-ready digital
marketing capabilities today

Why we’re the right
partner for you

If you’re struggling to unlock value with your existing digital marketing
partner or can’t find a solution to deliver a scalable, seamless CX,
we can help.
Allow us to connect you with one of our Digital Marketing experts
to explore where you are now and identify quick improvements to
consider for now and for the future.
Register for your complimentary CX assessment here.

We blend creativity, innovation and
technology to deliver customer experiences
that drive value. And we can do that
consistently, at scale as well as across every
brand touchpoint and channel. We have:
More than 250 digital marketing
clients in 21 countries
Provided ongoing support for
100+ global clients with Digital
Marketing Managed Services
Won 24 industry experience
awards in partnership with our
clients in the last six years
Over 750 UX professionals and
38 LUMA Human-Centered
Design practitioners

North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
America@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Paciﬁc
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
Europe@avanade.com

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 38,000
professionals in 25 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and
Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com.
© 2020 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.

3,500 analytics professionals
and 4,200 business excellence
and automation experts
18 Digital Innovation Studios
around the world house
multidisciplinary teams of
designers, engineers, and
delivery and product managers
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